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Emerging Context  
for Station Area

Former Royal Mail (Hermes) site

In 2011, an Outline Planning Application for the 
site located south of Aviva’s was approved. This 
consent covered the redevelopment of the 
site to provide a mixed use scheme with office, 
residential and ancillary spaces. This consent is 
now expired. 

This year, a new Outline Planning Application 
has been submitted for the former Royal Mail 
(Hermes) Site.

SSE site

A Planning Application for the redevelopment 
of the SSE site is currently under development.
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Plot reference Density range

N1 Medium

N2 Medium

N3 Medium

N4 Medium – High

N5 Medium – High

N6 High - Very High

N7 Medium

N8 High

N9 Low

N10  High – Very High

N11 Medium – High

S1 High – Very High

S2 Very High

S3 Low

S4 High – Very High

S5 Medium – High

S6 Medium

S7 Medium

S8 Medium

S9 Medium

S10 Medium – High

S11 High – Very High

S12 Medium – Very High

Density

6.16 Strategic and local development 
policies require that new developments 
make the best possible use of their 
sites to accommodate planned growth. 
The general aim for the Area is 
therefore to maximise densities 
provided this is compatible with the 
local context, urban and sustainable 
design principles and public transport 
capacity. 

6.17 The purpose of the density ranges, 
outlined in figure 6.7, is to guide the 
intensity of development and enable 
assumptions to be made about the 
impact of development. They are not 
exact building controls but provide a 
general indication of the range of 
densities likely to be appropriate, 
subject to other considerations. 

6.18 The densities equate 
approximately to the following plot 
ratios:

• Low: Less than 200% (or 2:1) 

• Medium: 200-500% (or 2:1 – 5:1) 

• High: 500-1,000% (or 5:1 – 10:1) 

• Very High: More than 1,000% (or 10:1) 

6.19 Generally, low densities, e.g. 
those found in suburban areas, are not 
appropriate for the Central Area due to 
the levels of accessibility and high land 
values.  The exception is the new 
station complex, as higher densities 
are not considered to be achievable 
(see paragraph 9.11). 

Figure 6.6 Indicative appropriate densities for individual development plots

Figure 6.7 Density guidance

RSAF. Density indications

Pre-application Illustrations.

Pre-application Illustrations.

Hermes site

SSE site

2.4.2 SSE Site

A Planning Application for the 
redevelopment of the SSE site is currently 
under development.  

4141
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2.4 Emerging Context
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2.4 Emerging Context
We have responded to this by... 

Involving local representatives: 
We sought to involve local councillors, groups and organisations in the consultation process 
and will ensure that this consultation continues beyond submission to help further develop the 
application;

Involving residents: 
An invite was sent to 2,092 addresses around the site explaining the plans and inviting residents 
to a near neighbour drop-in session held at The New Hope Centre, 95 York Rd on Tuesday 20 
November 2018, 15:00 – 19:30. This event was also widely publicised through a press release and 
media outlets, inviting local residents to the event. 

Involving the wider community: 
An additional pop up consultation was held at the southern entrance to Reading Station on 
Thursday 22 November 2018, 12:30 – 18:30. This event was aimed at engaging with people who 
live and work in Reading, whom might otherwise not attend a traditional public consultation 
event. 

Encouraging feedback: 
Feedback forms were distributed at both consultation events, inviting attendees to share their 
opinions regarding the proposals. The forms could be filled out and returned at the event 
or returned later via Freepost. In addition, feedback forms could also be submitted via the 
consultation, website or email. A freephone information line and email address which residents 
could use to make contact with Hermes Property Unit Trust was also provided on consultation 
materials; 

Engaging online: 
A consultation website – www.readingmet.co.uk – was set up with information about 
the proposals. The website was publicised through the consultation invite and visitors were 
encouraged to submit feedback online.

STATEMENT OF COMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT  -  Prepared by Meeting Place Communications on behalf of Hermes Property Unit Trust  -  June 2018 0404

Within the Reading Station Area Framework (RSAF) 
document, an illustrative scheme is presented as a 
guideline to how the outline principles could help 
shape future developments for the three key sites.

Former Royal Mail (Hermes)

Aviva

SSE
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Emerging Masterplan

• 750-950 homes can be provided, and 
accommodation may range between 
studio apartments to 3 bed apartments.

• The scheme will be primarily car free, 
with some car parking provision made 
for blue badge holders. Cycle parking 
will be provided through the scheme.

• New public realm spaces would be 
created within the scheme.

• New pedestrian linkage between the 
train station, underpass and Vastern Road 
heading towards the River Thames.

• New offices, hotel, retail units/
gym/community facilities.

• A landmark can be created at 
the south eastern corner.

Our proposal seeks to replace the existing 
Station Shopping Park with a high quality 
mixed-use scheme to support the development 
of the new Station Quarter into an enjoyable 
place to work, live in and to visit.

Illustrative aerial view of the site

Illustrative aerial view of the station square
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Illustrative Images

Illustrative view looking north from the station square

Illustrative view looking north, 
Vastern Road

Illustrative view looking north from the station square

Illustrative view looking towards northern station entrance from the Kennet-Thames

Illustrative view looking south, Vastern Road
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Access & Parking

Pedestrian access

Residents’ access

Vehicle access

9292 ColladoCollinsArchitects 

5. Illustrative scheme. Mixed use development

5.9 Access

5.9.1 Pedestrian Access

6 STATION SHOPPING PARK, READING | DESIGN SKETCHBOOK

CHARACTER AREA: PEDESTRIAN LINK

TYPICAL ARRANGEMENT OPTION 1 TYPICAL ARRANGEMENT OPTION 2

6 STATION SHOPPING PARK, READING | DESIGN SKETCHBOOK

CHARACTER AREA: PEDESTRIAN LINK

TYPICAL ARRANGEMENT OPTION 1 TYPICAL ARRANGEMENT OPTION 2

6 STATION SHOPPING PARK, READING | DESIGN SKETCHBOOK

CHARACTER AREA: PEDESTRIAN LINK

TYPICAL ARRANGEMENT OPTION 1 TYPICAL ARRANGEMENT OPTION 2
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5.9.2 Vehicular Access

12 STATION SHOPPING PARK, READING | DESIGN SKETCHBOOK

CHARACTER AREA: SERVICE COURT

• Will need to allow delivery vehicle access to 
retail as well as to parking. 

• Street designed as primarily vehicular with 
raised kerbs and separate footway.

• No through-route for vehicles, will need to 
allow space for turning.

• Design to incorporate street-side parking, 
tree planting and potential for kerbside 
SUDS. 

TYPICAL ARRANGEMENT

12 STATION SHOPPING PARK, READING | DESIGN SKETCHBOOK
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raised kerbs and separate footway.
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tree planting and potential for kerbside 
SUDS. 

TYPICAL ARRANGEMENT

12 STATION SHOPPING PARK, READING | DESIGN SKETCHBOOK

CHARACTER AREA: SERVICE COURT

• Will need to allow delivery vehicle access to 
retail as well as to parking. 

• Street designed as primarily vehicular with 
raised kerbs and separate footway.

• No through-route for vehicles, will need to 
allow space for turning.

• Design to incorporate street-side parking, 
tree planting and potential for kerbside 
SUDS. 

TYPICAL ARRANGEMENT

9494 ColladoCollinsArchitects 

5. Illustrative scheme. Mixed use development

5.9 Access

5.9.3 Residents Access

office access
main residential 
access

secondary 
residential 
access

9494 ColladoCollinsArchitects 

5. Illustrative scheme. Mixed use development

5.9 Access

5.9.3 Residents Access

office access
main residential 
access

secondary 
residential 
access
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(concierge)

secondary access

secondary access

secondary 
access

secondary 
access

• The scheme will be primarily car free, with some car parking provision made 
for blue badge holders. Cycle parking will be provided through the scheme.

• It is envisaged that the scheme will include improvements to cycleways  
surrounding the site. 

• Provision will be made for cycle routes within the site. These may include 
some shared paths, but it is too early in the scheme design to confirm this.  
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Landscape and Public Space

9STATION SHOPPING PARK, READING | PUBLIC REALM VISION
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2 STATION SHOPPING PARK, READING | DESIGN SKETCHBOOK

LANDSCAPE CONTEXT

LEGEND
EXISTING VEHICULAR ROUTES

FUTURE VEHICULAR ACCESS ROUTE PROPOSED AS 
PART OF HERMES SITE APPLICATION

EXISTING PEDESTRIAN ROUTE

FUTURE PEDESTRIAN CONNECTIONS REQUIRED BY 
READING STATION AREA FRAMEWORK

KEY VIEWS

EXISTING TREES

ADJACENT NODE SPACES:

1. STATION SQUARE - MAIN GATEWAY TO SITE FOR 
PEDESTRIANS ARRIVING FROM THE SOUTH. THE 
AREA FRAMEWORK IDENTIFIES THIS AS A KEY PIECE 
OF PUBLIC REALM REQUIRING IMPROVEMENT. 
THE APPLICATION FOR THE HERMES SITE INCLUDES 
PROPOSALS TO ENHANCE AND ACTIVATE THE 
SPACE.

2. CAVERSHAM ROAD JUNCTION- THE GATEWAY TO 
THE SITE FROM THE WEST. 
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2 STATION SHOPPING PARK, READING | DESIGN SKETCHBOOK
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6 STATION SHOPPING PARK, READING | DESIGN SKETCHBOOK

CHARACTER AREA: PEDESTRIAN LINK

5STATION SHOPPING PARK, READING | DESIGN SKETCHBOOK

CHARACTER AREA: PEDESTRIAN STREET

• Delivers the strategic connection between 
the river and the town centre required under 
area framework.

• Connects to a new crossing of Vastern 
Road to the north allowing for a future link to 
the river.

• Interface with Station Square to the south.

• Provides spill-out for retail frontages on both 
sides.

• May require occasional service access / 
turning for refuse vehicles etc.

• Consider long views between river and 
station.

8 STATION SHOPPING PARK, READING | DESIGN SKETCHBOOK

CHARACTER AREA: AVENUE

• Primary through route for pedestrians, 
cyclists and motor vehicles.

• Could be shared with neighbouring site.

• Allows for building servicing, deliveries 
and emergency access as well as resident 
access to car parking.

• Spill-out from ground floor retail along both 
sides.

• Will incorporate street-side parking and 
large tree planting.

• The western end should provide a wide and 
welcoming entrance to the site. Building 
footprint should be adapted to allow this.

• The southern end will form an edge to the 
new Station Square. The character of the 
avenue will need to respond to this providing 
additional spill-out space and increased 
pedestrian priority

10 STATION SHOPPING PARK, READING | DESIGN SKETCHBOOK

CHARACTER AREA: RESIDENTIAL STREET

• Vehicle access to car-parks and for 
servicing.

• No through-route for vehicles, will need to 
allow space for turning. 

• Design will encourage low vehicle speeds, 
street designed as shared-space with flush 
kerbs.

• Pedestrian only route to be provided along 
building edge.

• Design to incorporate street-side parking, 
tree planting and potential for kerbside 
SUDS. 

Indicative landscape masterplan
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Illustrative scheme. Height allocations

12 storeys

8 storeys

8 storeys

8 storeys

8 storeys

10 storeys

13 storeys4 storeys

4 storeys

6 storeys

17 storeys

17 storeys

Hermes - 25 storeys

Aviva - 20 storeys

Station Hill - 20 storeys

Station Hill
Hermes (N8)

Aviva - Plot D(N6)

Former Royal Mail (Hermes) - 25 storeys

N6

N8

Height of Proposed Development

• Following the guidance set out in the 
RSAF document and the current schemes 
being proposed on the neighbouring 
sites, the proposed Local Landmark - 
located on Plot D (N6) - is set to a height 

lower than Station Hill, but taller than 
plot N8 which presents the tallest height 
reached on the Royal Mail (Hermes) site.

• Development will take place in accordance 
with the maximum building heights shown.

In developing our proposals 
to meet the Reading Station 
Area Framework aspirations 
for this key site, we have 
paid close attention to the 
relationship that our scheme 
design has with all of its 
neighbours, including  
existing residents. 

We have modelled the 
proposals at each step of the 
process in three dimensions 
to ensure that the relationship 
between the existing and 
proposed built form is 
acceptable. 

Daylight and sunlight are key design considerations in developing projects in urban locations and 
these have informed our proposals from the outset to ensure our scheme accords with the British 
Research Establishments (BRE) guidance with regard to daylight and sunlight.

DAYLIGHT/SUNLIGHT CONSIDERATIONS

Former Royal Mail (Hermes) 
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Illustrative scheme. Height allocations

12 storeys

8 storeys
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Former Royal Mail (Hermes) 

8686 ColladoCollinsArchitects 

5. Illustrative scheme. Mixed use development

5.6 Daylight / Sunlight considerations

* assessment for the 21st of March
9:00 am

10:00 am

With reference to the BRE guidelines, the 
implications the proposed massing for the 
site will have on the daylight and sunlight 
enjoyed by the existing neighbouring 
properties on the opposite side of Vastern 
Road and Caversham Road were considered.

With the site being underdeveloped for 
such an urban location, the neighbouring 
residential properties currently enjoy a very 
high level of daylight and sunlight.

Whilst the BRE guidelines contain target 

12:00 am

1:00 pm 3:00 pm

numerical values it specifically states that 
these values need to be applied flexibly.

As a result, the level of daylight and sunlight is 
considered appropriate for the neighbouring 
residential properties although some do not 
achieve the numerical values set out in the 
guidelines.

5.6.1 Impact of Proposed Mass on context
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implications the proposed massing for the 
site will have on the daylight and sunlight 
enjoyed by the existing neighbouring 
properties on the opposite side of Vastern 
Road and Caversham Road were considered.

With the site being underdeveloped for 
such an urban location, the neighbouring 
residential properties currently enjoy a very 
high level of daylight and sunlight.

Whilst the BRE guidelines contain target 
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achieve the numerical values set out in the 
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Benefits

5STATION SHOPPING PARK, READING | DESIGN SKETCHBOOK

CHARACTER AREA: PEDESTRIAN STREET

• Delivers the strategic connection between 
the river and the town centre required under 
area framework.

• Connects to a new crossing of Vastern 
Road to the north allowing for a future link to 
the river.

• Interface with Station Square to the south.

• Provides spill-out for retail frontages on both 
sides.

• May require occasional service access / 
turning for refuse vehicles etc.

• Consider long views between river and 
station.

The following brief is illustrative.

The brief seeks to redevelop the existing 
retail park into a mixed development that 
would provide a place to live, work and 
value, with residential, office, retail use and 
a hotel.

The aimed provision for residential units is 
of approx 600, under a balanced unit mix of 
both one bed units as well as family units of 
two and three bedrooms. 

The office area aimed to be provided is 
25,000 sqm GIA.

The brief for the hotel seeks to provide circa 
120 rooms.

7171
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5.2 Illustrative brief

8 STATION SHOPPING PARK, READING | DESIGN SKETCHBOOK

CHARACTER AREA: AVENUE

• Primary through route for pedestrians, 
cyclists and motor vehicles.

• Could be shared with neighbouring site.

• Allows for building servicing, deliveries 
and emergency access as well as resident 
access to car parking.

• Spill-out from ground floor retail along both 
sides.

• Will incorporate street-side parking and 
large tree planting.

• The western end should provide a wide and 
welcoming entrance to the site. Building 
footprint should be adapted to allow this.

• The southern end will form an edge to the 
new Station Square. The character of the 
avenue will need to respond to this providing 
additional spill-out space and increased 
pedestrian priority

Provides the opportunity to secure 
vibrant retail and leisure uses, to 
help make the Station Area an 
enjoyable place to work, live in 
and to visit.

New landscaped public open space.Station Square Pedestrian Link - 
there is an opportunity to provide 
a landscaped link between Station 
Square and the River.

The site can accommodate a 
significant level of new homes of 
mixed tenure, responsive to local 
housing needs.

Contribution to affordable housing.

Business and employment 
development will make a 
significant contribution towards 
Reading’s established position as 
the ‘Capital of the Thames Valley’.

Proximity to public transport 
facilities makes it an ideal location 
for high-density living, not 
dependent on car travel. 

New community facilities can 
benefit existing residents as well 
as future occupiers.
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Timeline

Pre-application Meetings

One to One Meetings

First Public Exhibition

Second Public Exhibition

Planning Application Submission

Planning Application Decision

with Reading Borough Council.

Meetings with local residents, 
Associations, businesses and 
Community Groups (ongoing).

Share our emerging proposals 
and gain public opinion to guide 
design proposals.

View our final proposal prior to 
the application being submitted 
to RBC.

Formal outline planning 
application to be submitted to 
Reading Borough Council.

Outline planning application 
decision by Reading Borough 
Council Planning Committee.

Please note, all dates and timings are subject to change.

MAY 2019

APRIL  2019

25TH AND 26TH 
SEPT  2019

END OF OCT/
EARLY NOV 2019

END OF NOV/
DEC 2019

MAR/APRIL 2020


